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Economics Workshop

On Thursday 9th November, Regents University visited CATS College London. They held a Economics workshop aimed at Economics UFP and Economics A-level students, where they experienced an interactive, mini lecture on ‘capitalism in crisis. The session explored Adam Smith’s theories, morality influencing economic decisions and inequality in the UK. Students found the mini lecture to be very informative in supporting their learning.
On Wednesday 8th November, CATS London had a visit from the HR Partner of CEG. Ms Costley is responsible for handling all HRM related matters across all 3 UK-based CATS Colleges, and she provided a very informative workshop to Year 2 A-level Business students. Students had the opportunity to apply their previous learning of the recruitment process, staff motivation and labour turnover/absenteeism through an interactive session with Ms Costley who provided great insight into how HRM works in a school setting.
Alexander Technique Class

On Friday 10th November, Renowned Specialist Cristina Codina Llavina from the Bloomsbury Alexander Centre returned to CATS College London to run another workshop on the Alexander Technique. During the workshop, Cristina explained what the Alexander Technique is and how it can improvedaily life. Student and staff then practised a variety of techniques that can be used to maintain a naturally good posture, deal with stress better and sleep well.

Cross-CATS Colleges Lecture

Three A Level students travelled to Cambridge on an educational visit last Thursday, to attend a lecture at Jesus College, delivered by the Professor White, Master of Jesus College. The talk was called ‘Making Light of Communication’ and was about the advances in technology over the last 120 years, in telecommunications, from radio waves to the use of fibre optics. It was a very comprehensive talk, including elements of physics, business and communications. It discussed the changing face of communication, as well as the future of using technology to communicate using video, holographic imaging and security access. It was of particular interest to students studying the sciences and those linked to areas such as the media, marketing and business.

The students who came from diverse subject specialisms; enjoyed the talk, and each found sections that were of interest and related to their studies. They had the chance to speak with the Professor White and ask him questions afterwards, as well as meeting other students from CATS Cambridge.

Before leaving the students had a brief tour around the college to soak up the atmosphere at this historic academic institution.
On Wednesday 15th November, Oxford Brookes University visited CATS College London. They held a business mini lecture, aimed at Business UFP and Business Fast Track A-level students. The session proved useful to students in outlining university expectations, and the importance of paradigm thinking. The lecture also covered the challenges of change management within organisations, exploring the downfall of Blockbuster and Nokia as they failed to keep up with trends and fashions in the market.
A Level Artwork

Year 2 A Level Art students are working on their personal investigations. As part of her investigation, Veronika Artemyeva has been looking at political conflicts and the effect they have on individual people. This painting is a reflection on the political unrest in Kiev, Ukraine in 2014. This work is thoughtful, reflective and represents our students’ interests in global issues and current events.

UWS Awardee - Sajjad Hasnain

CHAMPION OF CHANGE AWARD

Awarded to Muhammad Ali Sajjadul Hasnain from CATS London
For his amazing fundraising on behalf of the UK charity UWS

Jack Clark
UWS Partnerships Director

CATS London student Sajjad Hasnain has been given a Champion of Change Award from United World Schools charity. This is to recognise his impressive efforts in fundraising for the charity through a sponsored No Shave November campaign - congratulations to Sajjad and everyone taking part.
Upcoming Theatre Trips

Thursday 5th October at the Apollo Victoria Theatre, London
Thursday 7th December at the Prince Edward Theatre, London

Further information:
contact Anne Lefebvre
alefebvre@catslondon.com

Meet in Premier House
Basement Common
Room at 18:30

Christmas Trips and Activities

Sunday 2nd December

ICE SKATING AT ALEXANDRA PALACE

Saturday 2nd December

SHOPPING AT BICESTER VILLAGE

Sunday 3rd December

THURSDAY 7TH DECEMBER AT THE PRINCE EDWARD THEATRE, LONDON

ALADDIN

Meet in Premier House
Basement Common
Room at 18:30

All activities are free - students just need to bring an oyster/contactess card for travel. Limited places are available: first come, first served. Secure your place by emailing Anne (alefebvre@catslondon.com) by Wednesday 29th of November.
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